Handle With Care

CHOREO: Richard & Barbara Pike, 409 Wicklow Drive, Kingsport, TN 37664
MUSIC: Artist: The Traveling Wilburys, Album Traveling Wilburys Vol. 1
FOOTWORK: Opposite unless noted. Time 3:12 @ 115 BPM
RYTHEM: Rumba Phase 4 plus 2 (Sweethearts, Cuddles)
SEQUENCE: Intro A B C D A E B C D A D

MEAS: INTRO
1-4 START IN BFLY 4 MEAS WAIT;;;

PART A
1-2 BASIC TO R HANDSHAKE;;
3-4 FLIRT TO L VARSOUVIENNE;;
5-6 SWEETHEARTS TO CL;;
7-8 CUDDLES TO BFLY;;

PART B
1-2 SHOULDER TO SHOULDER TWICE;;
3-4 TIME STEP TWICE;;
5-6 BASIC TO CL;;
7-8 CUDDLES TO BFLY;;

PART C
1-4 ALEMANA TO LARIAT, END L HND STAR;;;;
5-8 UMBRELLA TURNS END BFLY;;;;

PART D
1-2 FENCE LINE TWICE;;
3-4 CRAB WALKS;;
5-6 SHOULDER TO SHOULDER TWICE;;
7-8 CRAB WALKS;;

REPEAT PART A

PART E
1-4 FULL CHASE TO BFLY;;;;

REPEAT PART B
REPEAT PART C
REPEAT PART D
REPEAT PART A
REPEAT PART D

END - ALEMANA TO CRUSH & HOLD;: